Introduction {#s01}
============

Cell--cell communications, such as synaptic connections, gap junctions, and exosomes, are fundamental to living organisms ([@bib39]; [@bib22]; [@bib34]; [@bib9]; [@bib13]; [@bib64]). The tunneling nanotubes (TNTs), the fragile and inconspicuous membranous tunnel-like structures ranging 50 to 200 nm in diameter and 5 to 125 µm in length connecting two cells, have been reported in diverse cell types ([@bib55]; [@bib23]; [@bib27]; [@bib41]; [@bib25]; [@bib59]; [@bib6]; [@bib11]; [@bib50]; [@bib77]; [@bib18]; [@bib19]; [@bib84]; [@bib36]; [@bib75]; [@bib21]; [@bib48]). TNTs lack specific markers, and they are often indistinguishable from a long, filopodia-like protrusion. Thus, their detection in a complex microenvironment in vivo remains a challenge. But elongated protrusions similar to TNTs, termed cytonemes, which contain vesicles on their tip, have been demonstrated in *Drosophila melanogaster* embryos, and in diverse cell types in vivo ([@bib44]; [@bib53]; [@bib56]; [@bib72]; [@bib14]; [@bib52]; [@bib12]). TNTs have been implicated in the transfer of cellular components, such as RNA, calcium signals, proteins, and organelles, and in the formation of electrical and mechanical coupling between cells, as well as transport of viruses and spreading of neurodegenerative disease--linked proteins ([@bib63]; [@bib81]; [@bib24]; [@bib1]; [@bib28]; [@bib32]; [@bib37]; [@bib26]; [@bib48]).

Huntington disease (HD) is a monogenic disorder attributable to polyglutamine (\>36Q) expansion in Huntingtin (mHTT), a ubiquitously expressed protein. But it is unclear how mHTT promotes the degeneration of the brain's striatum, a region that controls motor, cognitive, and psychiatric functions ([@bib76]; [@bib54]; [@bib65]; [@bib43]). Multiple studies have suggested a neuron-to-neuron migration of mHTT both in HD animal models and in human HD patients. The mHTT aggregates were found in healthy striatal cell transplants in the striatum of HD patients ([@bib16]). Healthy human neurons were found to contain mHTT when co-cultured with HD mouse brain slices ([@bib49]). In *Drosophila*, mHTT was found to spread from olfactory receptor neurons to various parts of the brain ([@bib7]). Similarly, human mHTT was found in the striatum of normal mice that had received intraventricular placement of human HD neurons ([@bib33]). Although the exact mechanisms are unclear, exosomes, i.e., secretory, vesicle-mediated pathways, have been proposed for the transfer of mHTT between cells ([@bib33]). But the mHTT appears not present in exosomes derived from astrocytic culture ([@bib30]). One study showed that mHTT can be transported via TNTs in CAD cells ([@bib17]). Thus, a precise molecular mechanism that underlies the potential transportation of mHTT, and, more important, how it relates to the massive loss of neuronal cells in the striatum in HD, remains unclear ([@bib76]; [@bib35]; [@bib65]).

Previously, we linked Rhes, a small GTPase highly enriched in the striatum, to striatal cell loss in HD ([@bib65]). We found that Rhes, a physiological regulator of SUMOylation, interacts with mHTT and promotes its small ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO) modification, which increases soluble forms of mHTT and promotes cellular toxicity ([@bib66], [@bib67]). In animal models, we found that the deletion of Rhes prevented HD-related motor and striatal damage, and Rhes overexpression worsened HD-related deficits ([@bib69]). The toxic role of Rhes was demonstrated in several other HD models, including human embryonic stem cell--derived striatal neuronal cells ([@bib46]; [@bib60]; [@bib8]; [@bib42]; [@bib58]; [@bib4]). Despite this, the downstream mechanisms by which Rhes and mHTT promote striatal cell toxicity have yet to be resolved.

Here, we report for the first time a novel role for Rhes in the formation of TNT-like intercellular communication, which serves as "highways" for cell--cell transport of Rhes and mHTT, thus providing new insights into Rhes signaling in the striatum and its vulnerability in HD.

Results {#s02}
=======

Rhes promotes filopodia-like cellular protrusions in striatal neuronal cells {#s03}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To gain deeper insights into the intracellular distribution of Rhes, we expressed the GFP-tagged Rhes in STHdh^Q7/Q7^ cells ([@bib74]), and included controls, GFP alone or GFP-RhoA (Rho family of GTPase). We found numerous GFP-Rhes puncta in neighboring cells that were not transfected with GFP-Rhes ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, arrowhead). While ∼22% of untransfected cells showed GFP-Rhes puncta per field, that number was ∼4% and ∼9% in GFP alone and in GFP-RhoA--transfected control cells, respectively (Fig. S1 A). Cells expressing GFP-Rhes, but not GFP or GFP-RhoA, revealed conspicuous filopodia-like cellular protrusions that appear connected to the adjacent cells ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, inset, arrow). Analysis of images captured using differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy ([Fig. 1, B and C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) revealed ∼70% of GFP-Rhes--positive cells showed the filopodia-like cellular protrusions ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, inset, arrow) with vesicle-like puncta ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, inset, arrowhead), compared with ∼30% in GFP alone or \~35% in GFP-RhoA--expressing cells ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In summary, Rhes induces the cellular protrusions that resemble the TNTs in PC12 cells ([@bib55]) or the "cytonemes" in *Drosophila* ([@bib53]; Fig. S1 B, arrowhead). Currently, there are no cellular markers that distinguish cytonemes from TNTs. However, cytonemes appear do not attach to target cells, while TNTs form an open-ended connection between two cells, often hovering above the substratum ([@bib21]). We found that Rhes-induced protrusions are above the substratum connecting two cells, similar to TNT ([Fig. 1 D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, arrow). Next, we found ∼30% of GFP-Rhes cells showed TNT-like structures (connecting two cells), compared with ∼10% and ∼13% in GFP alone and GFP-RhoA cells, respectively ([Fig. 1 E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, Rhes is a potent inducer of filopodia-like protrusions, resembling TNTs in striatal neuronal cells.

![**Rhes promotes filopodia-like cellular protrusions in striatal neuronal cells. (A)** Striatal neuronal cells (STHdh^Q7/Q7^) expressing GFP alone or GFP-RhoA or GFP-Rhes. Inset: Arrowheads show GFP puncta in the untransfected cells, and arrows show the filopodia-like process. DAPI indicates nuclei. **(B)** Bright field images (DIC) of striatal neuronal cells expressing GFP alone or GFP-RhoA or GFP-Rhes. Arrows point to filopodia-like protrusions. Inset, arrowheads indicate vesicle-like structures. **(C)** Bar graph shows data mean ± SEM; one-way ANOVA (\*\*\*, P \< 0.001). GFP alone (30.16 ± 1.68, *n* = 317), GFP-RhoA (35.44 ± 0.67, *n* = 301), and GFP-Rhes (67.56 ± 3.43, *n* = 300). **(D)** Confocal and DIC image of striatal neuronal cell expressing GFP-Rhes shows two different planes (substrate plane or above substrate). Arrow points to TNT-like cellular protrusion visible above the substrate plane from cell 1 to cell 2. **(E)** Bar graph shows data mean ± SEM; one-way ANOVA (\*\*\*, P \< 0.001). GFP alone (10.00 ± 1.52, *n* = 317), GFP-RhoA (13.05 ± 2.15, *n* = 301), and GFP-Rhes (30.98 ± 2.92, *n* = 300).](JCB_201807068_Fig1){#fig1}

Rhes-induced protrusions are membranous structures and show "kiss and run" properties {#s04}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we performed co-culture experiments with FACS, GFP-Rhes, and a membrane marker--expressing cell, followed by live-cell imaging using confocal microscopy (see experimental design, [Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and Video 1 shows time-lapse images, where GFP-Rhes--positive cellular protrusions interact with membrane marker (mCherry-Farnesyl 5) in the neighboring cell and deliver Rhes-positive vesicles (Video 1). Inset b1 in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows, at 0 min, two Rhes-positive cellular protrusions present, and by 14 min (closed arrow), one was retracted, analogous to the "kiss and run" properties (Video 1, see b1 and b2) described for TNT-like structures ([@bib71]). Inset b2 in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows, at 0 min, a clear colocalization (yellow) of a Rhes-induced cellular protrusion (green) with a membrane marker (red)--positive cell ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, white arrow; and Video 1, b1 and b2). At 5 min ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, inset b2), three GFP-Rhes vesicular puncta were delivered to membrane marker--positive cells ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, b2, arrowhead; and Video 1, see b1 and b2). At 10 min, there are GFP-Rhes--positive puncta lined up in one of the protrusions (blue arrow). Notably, these puncta can be seen in the DIC image ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, 10 min, blue arrow; and Video 1, b1 and b2). At 14 min, multiple GFP-Rhes vesicular puncta from the protrusion were delivered to the adjacent cell ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, b2, arrowhead; and Video 1, see b1 and b2). Deconvolved 3D reconstruction of inset b2 ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, b2-3D) shows GFP-Rhes vesicular puncta lined up (arrowhead) and traveling on the plasma membrane (PM) of the adjacent cell, and one of them appears eventually delivered into the lumen ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, b3-3D, arrowhead; and Video 1, see b3). We confirmed that GFP-Rhes--induced protrusions are indeed positive for membranes by cotransfecting GFP-Rhes with mCherry-Farnesyl 5 (Fig. S1 C, inset, arrow). Such structures were not apparent in GFP alone--expressing cells (Fig. S1 D). Thus, Rhes-induced cellular protrusions are membrane structures that deliver vesicular GFP-Rhes puncta to the PM of the adjacent cells, and display "kiss and run" properties, resembling TNTs.

![**Rhes-induced filopodia-like protrusions are membranous structures, show "kiss and run" properties, and are abrogated by actin polymerization inhibitor. (A)** Experimental design for B. (B) Live-cell imaging of co-cultured striatal neuronal cells expressing GFP-Rhes or mCherry-Farnesyl 5 (membrane marker). Inset b1: Closed arrow shows retraction event at 14 min. Inset b2: Arrows point to TNT-like cellular protrusions interacting with membrane of mCherry-Farnesyl 5. Arrowheads (white) indicate vesicle delivery to mCherry-Farnesyl 5 cells. Blue arrows indicate newly arriving vesicles (also seen in DIC). See related Video 1. b2-3D shows 3D deconvoluted images of inset b2, and arrowheads (yellow) indicate GFP-Rhes vesicular puncta. b3-3D shows 3D convoluted images of inset b3, and arrowheads (white) indicate GFP-Rhes puncta on the membrane and its internalization. See related Video 1. **(C)** An experimental design for D. **(D)** Representative scanning EM image of FACS-sorted GFP-Rhes expressing striatal neuronal cells. d1 and d2 inset arrows point to seamless transition of TNT-like cellular protrusions between cells. **(E)** TEM images of FACS-sorted GFP-Rhes expressing striatal neuronal cells. Insets from e1 and e2 show arrows pointing to TNT-like cellular protrusions. **(F)** Representative confocal and DIC images of striatal neuronal cells coexpressing GFP-Rhes and mCherry-actin at two different planes (substrate plane or above substrate). Arrows point to TNT-like hovering structures. **(G)** A snapshot of different time points of confocal live-cell time-lapse images of striatal cells coexpressing GFP-Rhes and mCherry-actin in vehicle (0.1% DMSO; 0, 5, 15, or 27 min) or cytochalasin D (2 µg/ml, 8 h; 0, 5, 10, or 15 min). Arrowheads show the formation of vesicles in TNT-like protrusions; arrows indicate the formation of new protrusions positive for actin. See related Videos 2 and 3.](JCB_201807068_Fig2){#fig2}

Next, we enriched the GFP or GFP-Rhes--positive striatal neuronal cells using FACS, which helped to enrich pure GFP alone or the GFP-Rhes cell population (Fig. S2 A), and cultured them for scanning EM or transmission EM (TEM) analysis (see experimental design, [Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In scanning EM, Rhes-induced protrusions appeared to connect two cells, and their surface showed a seamless transition with the surface of connected cells ([Fig. 2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, insets d1 and d2, arrow). In scanning EM, we found \<2% of GFP alone--sorted cells showed very few protrusions of ∼450 nm in diameter, but ∼20% of GFP-Rhes--sorted cells showed numerous protrusions, \<200 nm in diameter (Fig. S2, B--D). In TEM analysis, Rhes-induced protrusions appeared continuous with the membranes of the connected cell ([Fig. 2 E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, insets e1 and e2, arrow), and were \<150 nm in diameter, compared with GFP alone, whose filopodia were \>200 nm in diameter (Fig. S2, E and F). Thus, ultrastructural analysis indicates that Rhes-induced protrusions are thin membranous structures that connect two cells, resembling certain properties of TNTs.

Rhes-induced cellular protrusions are positive for actin and abrogated by cytochalasin D {#s05}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We found Rhes-induced floating protrusions are positive for actin ([Fig. 2 F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, arrow) and Exo70 (Fig. S3 A), a known regulator of membrane protrusions and actin polymerization ([@bib38]; [@bib83]), but negative for tubulin (Fig. S2 G) or for the focal adhesion protein vinculin (Fig. S2 H). Overexpression of Exo70 or actin with control plasmids did not promote the formation of cellular protrusions (Fig. S3, A and B), indicating Rhes may coordinate with actin and/or Exo70 to promote cellular protrusions. Consistent with this notion, live-cell imaging revealed that Rhes-induced, filopodia-like protrusions were readily formed in the vehicle (DMSO)-treated cells ([Fig. 2 G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, arrow) with vesicular structures (arrowhead) and such dynamic structures were completely abolished in the cytochalasin D (actin polymerization inhibitor)--treated cells ([Fig. 2 G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and Videos 2 and 3). Collectively, these data indicate that Rhes-induced cellular protrusions are floating structures, connect two cells, and require actin polymerization for their formation resembling TNTs ([@bib21]). Based on these data, it is unclear whether Rhes-induced TNTs are open-ended/closed-ended connections into the adjacent cell, but live-cell imaging suggests GFP-Rhes puncta that travel on the PM of the acceptor cell are eventually delivered ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and Video 1). Thus, it is possible that Rhes-induced cellular protrusion may be using a mechanism that involves transiently closed- and open-ended states. Thus, from here onward, we will refer to Rhes-induced cellular protrusions as "TNT-like" cellular protrusions or simply "Rhes tunnels."

Rhes is transported to neighboring cell/neuron via Rhes tunnels {#s06}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We tested whether the transportation of Rhes occurs between striatal neuronal cells, using co-culture/FACS and confocal analysis ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We labeled donor cells with GFP-Rhes or controls (GFP or GFP-RhoA) and acceptor cells with mCherry. We found ∼7% of acceptor cells were double-positive for GFP-Rhes and mCherry, compared with \<1% in controls ([Fig. 3, B and C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In confocal analysis ([Fig. 3 D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), multiple TNT-like protrusions from GFP-Rhes donor cells (arrow) connecting mCherry-positive acceptor cells and numerous GFP-Rhes puncta were within mCherry cells (arrowhead, plane 2 and 3). Deconvolved 3D reconstruction further magnified the presence of Rhes tunnels and numerous GFP-Rhes puncta inside mCherry cells ([Fig. 3 D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, arrowhead; and Video 4). [Fig. 3 E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} (maximum intensity projection) show that Rhes tunnels (white arrow) were connected to the membrane of the mCherry-Farnesyl 5 labeled acceptor cell (inset, blue arrow), and the GFP-Rhes vesicle-like puncta were localized inside the mCherry-Farnesyl 5 cell (inset, arrowhead). Co-culture experiments with GFP or GFP-RhoA did not reveal TNT-like cellular protrusions or GFP puncta (Fig. S3, C and D).

![**Rhes is transported to neighboring cells via TNT-like Rhes tunnels. (A)** Experimental design for B and C. **(B)** Representative FACS analysis of co-cultured (20,000 cells) striatal neuronal cells. **(C)** Bar graph shows data mean ± SEM; one-way ANOVA (\*\*\*, P \< 0.001), *n* = 3. Quantification of GFP/mCherry double-positive cells (%) for GFP alone, GFP-RhoA, and GFP-Rhes. **(D)** Representative confocal image of co-cultured GFP-Rhes (green) and mCherry (red)--expressing cells. Arrows indicate TNT-like protrusions, and arrowheads point to vesicular structures in inset and 3D deconvoluted image (see Video 4). **(E)** Confocal image of FACS-sorted and co-cultured GFP-Rhes or mCherry-Farnesyl 5 (membrane marker)--expressing striatal cells. Images shown at different Z-planes (see Results). M.I. projection, maximum intensity projection. **(F)** Experimental design for G. **(G and H)** Bar graph shows data mean ± SEM; one-way ANOVA (\*\*\*, P \< 0.001), *n* = 3. Quantification of GFP/mCherry double-positive cells (%) in GFP-Rhes control (no Transwell), GFP-Rhes with Transwell, GFP-Rhes vehicle-treated (0.1% DMSO), or GFP-Rhes with cytochalasin D (Cyto-D; 2 µg/ml). **(I)** Time-lapse images of primary striatal neurons expressing GFP-Rhes. Thick arrows indicate TNT-like process from cell 1, thin arrows show multiple puncta in TNT, and arrowheads indicate GFP-Rhes vesicle in cell 2. Insets show the magnified images. Red dashed line indicates the movement of vesicle comparing its original position at 0 min to 13 min. See related Video 5 and its inset Video 6.](JCB_201807068_Fig3){#fig3}

Next, using a Transwell plate containing a 0.4-µm filter and FACS/co-culture (see experimental design, [Fig. 3 F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), we found that Rhes is transported exclusively by means of physical contact between cells, not by secretory pathways, such as exosomes, which can travel through the filter ([@bib73]). [Fig. 3 G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows ∼8% of mCherry cells were positive for GFP-Rhes in the co-culture experiment (without filter), compared with ∼0.8% in a Transwell culture plate (with filter). Next, we tested the effect of cytochalasin D in the cell--cell movement of Rhes. Cytochalasin D completely prevented the transportation of GFP-Rhes to the acceptor cells ([Fig. 3 H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These data suggest that a physical cell--cell connection and actin polymerization are necessary for the efficient intercellular transportation of Rhes ([Fig. 3, G and H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Next, we transfected primary striatal neurons with GFP-Rhes or GFP alone and performed live-cell imaging. [Fig. 3 I](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and related Videos 5 and 6 show that at 0 min, the primary striatal neurons transfected with GFP-Rhes (cell 1) formed a long TNT-like cellular protrusion (thick arrow), which at 12 min appeared to be delivering a GFP-Rhes puncta to the neighboring nontransfected cell (cell 2, arrowhead). The inset shows that the Rhes-induced TNT-like cellular protrusion containing multiple puncta ([Fig. 3 I](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, thin arrows) from cell 1 after delivering a GFP-Rhes puncta to cell 2 gets retracted (inset, thick arrow). The red dashed line in the inset demonstrates that the GFP-Rhes puncta was slightly moved, at least 1 µm, into cell 2 at 12 min, compared with 0 min. This suggests that the GFP-Rhes puncta is able to move into cell 2 (Videos 5 and 6). We also found numerous GFP-Rhes puncta in the neighboring untransfected primary striatal neuron, but no such puncta were observed in GFP alone--transfected control cells (Fig. S3, E and F, arrowhead). Thus, Rhes promotes TNT-like Rhes tunnels, as well as travel to neighboring cells through Rhes tunnels in a striatal neuron cell line and in primary cultured striatal neurons.

Rhes SUMO E3-like domain promotes TNT-like Rhes tunnels, but only a full-length Rhes WT can be efficiently transported from cell to cell {#s07}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We investigated the effect of various mutants of Rhes ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S4 A), whose expressions were comparable (Fig. S4 B), on the formation of TNT-like Rhes tunnels, using confocal images ([Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We found ∼75% of GFP-Rhes WT--transfected cells had protrusions (all cells with filopodia-like processes), compared with ∼22% in GFP alone or ∼33--50% in Rhes mutants ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Cells with all TNT-like cellular protrusions were ∼40% in Rhes WT and 30% in SUMO E3-like domain (Rhes 171--266 aa; [Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Around 20% of cells with at least one TNT-like cellular protrusion were found both in Rhes WT and SUMO E3-like domain, compared with ∼10% in GFP alone and other mutants ([Fig. 4 E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). But we found ∼16% of Rhes WT--expressing cells showed more than one TNT-like cellular protrusion per cell compared with ∼7% in SUMO E3-like domain and ∼3% or less in control and other mutant-expressing cells ([Fig. 4 F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows the mean and SEM for the data plotted in [Fig. 4, C--F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Together this study indicates the SUMO E3 ligase domain can promote TNT-like Rhes tunnels, but not the N-terminal GTPase domain. However, serine 33, which is a part of the N-terminal domain, is also crucial for the formation of TNT-like Rhes tunnels ([Fig. 4, D and F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, both the GTPase domain and the SUMO E3 ligase domain of Rhes coordinate to induce TNT-like Rhes tunnels. Next, we introduced a mutation in the CAAX domain of 171--266 (Rhes 171--266-C263S), which, like Rhes-FL C263S, was mislocalized to the nucleus, and showed only ∼11% of Rhes tunnels compared with 25% in the intact 171--266-aa domain (Fig. S4, C and D). Thus, membrane anchoring and the SUMO E3 ligase domain of Rhes are necessary for the formation of TNT-like Rhes tunnels. Next, we introduced CAAX to the C-terminal of 1--171 aa, but 1--171 CAAX did not promote TNT-like protrusion, indicating CAAX addition alone is insufficient to promote TNT-like Rhes tunnels (Fig. S4, C and D).

![**Rhes's SUMO E3-like domain promotes TNT-like Rhes tunnels, but only a Rhes WT travels efficiently from cell to cell. (A)** Diagram of Rhes domains. **(B)** Representative confocal image of striatal neuronal cells coexpressing either GFP-tagged Rhes WT or its mutants with mCherry-Farnesyl 5. Arrows indicate TNT-like process. **(C--F)** Bar graphs show the quantification of all protrusions (C), all TNT-like protrusions (D), single TNT-like process/cell (E), and more than one TNT-like process/cell (F). Data mean ± SEM are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; one-way ANOVA, \*\*, P \< 0.05; \*\*\*, P \< 0.001 (compared with GFP); ^\#\#^, P \< 0.01; \#\#\#, P \< 0.001 (compared with Rhes WT); *n* = 210--230 cells/group, from three independent experiments. **(G)** Experimental design for H. (H) FACS plots for GFP-tagged Rhes WT and its mutant or mCherry alone expressing striatal neuronal cells (20,000 cells were recorded). **(I)** Bar graph shows ± SEM; one-way ANOVA (\*\*\*, P \< 0.001, compared with Rhes WT), *n* = 3. Quantification of GFP and mCherry double-positive population (%) for Rhes-FL, Rhes S33N, Rhes C263S, Rhes 1--171, and Rhes 171--266.](JCB_201807068_Fig4){#fig4}

###### Mean and SEM for the data plotted in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}

  **Sample (*n* = 3)**   **Cells with \>10-μm protrusions (%)**   **Cells with TNT-like protrusions (%)**   **Cells with one TNT-like protrusion (%)**   **Cells with more than one TNT-like protrusion (%)**
  ---------------------- ---------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
  GFP                    24.23 ± 1.93                             8.81 ± 2.92                               8.36 ± 2.14                                  0.45 ± 0.78
  Rhes WT                71.01 ± 6.49                             36.29 ± 1.64                              19.66 ± 1.72                                 16.93 ± 2.97
  Rhes S33N              49.21 ± 1.16                             10.25 ± 1.97                              8.91 ± 1.76                                  1.33 ± 0.23
  Rhes C263S             34.94 ± 5.48                             10.78 ± 2.93                              8.85 ± 2.68                                  1.92 ± 0.82
  Rhes 1--171            48.64 ± 5.35                             13.87 ± 0.75                              10.65 ± 0.28                                 3.22 ± 0.60
  Rhes 171--266          50.63 ± 7 0.69                           27.29 ± 1.75                              20.88 ± 2.07                                 6.30 ± 0.72

We next asked whether the SUMO E3 ligase domain (171--266 aa), similar to Rhes WT, can be transported to acceptor cells (see experimental design, [Fig. 4 G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Confocal images show that GFP-Rhes WT, but not the SUMO E3 ligase domain or other mutants of Rhes, were found in the mCherry acceptor cells (Fig. S4, E and F, arrowhead). In FACS, around 9% of acceptor cells showed GFP-Rhes WT, but only ∼2% for all other mutants, including SUMO E3 ligase domain ([Fig. 4, H and I](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, SUMO E3 ligase-like domain of Rhes can promotes the biogenesis of TNT-like Rhes tunnels, but only a full-length Rhes WT can be efficiently transported from cell to cell.

Rhes promotes cell--cell transportation of membranous vesicles via SUMO-E3 ligase domain {#s08}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we investigated whether Rhes WT or its mutant modulates the cell--cell transport of vesicles using DiD (1,1\'-Dioctadecyl-3,3,3\',3\'-tetramethylindodicarbocyanine, 4-chlorobenzenesulfonate), which binds to all kinds of vesicles. First, we found TNT-like Rhes tunnels were positive for DiD ([Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Using FACS/co-culture and confocal analysis (see experimental design, [Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), we found that ∼9% of GFP-Rhes WT and DiD vesicles were transported to the BFP acceptor cells ([Fig. 5, C and D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). GFP-Rhes 171--266 was less efficiently transported to acceptor cell (∼2%), but this mutant was able to transport DiD vesicles (∼7%; [Fig. 5, C--E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). As observed before ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), GFP-Rhes C263S showed a diminished effect on its own transport ([Fig. 5, C, D, and F](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and also the transport of DiD-positive vesicles (\<2%, [Fig. 5, C--E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Confocal microscopy, in [Fig. 5 G](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, further corroborated that GFP-Rhes WT and GFP-Rhes 171--266 induced TNT-like cellular protrusions (arrows), but only GFP-Rhes WT puncta were seen in the BFP acceptor cell (blue arrowhead). DiD-labeled vesicles were seen in BFP acceptor cells both in WT and 171--266 (red arrowhead), but not in GFP-Rhes C263S. Notably, in donor cells, GFP-Rhes WT vesicular structures were also positive for DiD (Pearson's coefficient, 0.86), and this property appears to be diminished in the mutants (Pearson's coefficient is 0.30 and 0.18 for GFP-Rhes 171--266/DiD and GFP-Rhes C263S/DiD, respectively; [Fig. 5 G](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, yellow arrowhead). We also found that Rhes vesicles in TNT-like cellular protrusions (arrow) were positive for an endosome marker, Rab5a ([Fig. 5 H](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, arrowhead), and for a lysosome marker, Lyso-20 ([Fig. 5 I](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, arrowhead), but negative for the ER, Golgi, autophagosome, nucleolus, peroxisome, or mitochondria markers (Fig. S4 G). The Pearson's correlation coefficients for GFP-Rhes with Rab5a and Lys20 were 0.59 and 0.64, respectively.

![**Rhes-induced TNT-like Rhes tunnels contain DiD-, Rab5a-, or Lyso-20--positive vesicles. (A)** Representative confocal image of striatal neuronal cells expresing GFP-Rhes and treated with DiD-Red (DiD, vesicle labeling dye). Arrows point to TNT-like protrusions, and arrowheads point to vesicles in TNT-like cellular protrusions. **(B)** Experimental design for C. **(C)** FACS analysis of striatal neuronal cells expressing GFP-Rhes WT, GFP-Rhes 171--266, or GFP-Rhes C263S treated with DiD and co-cultured with FACS-sorted BFP-transfected striatal neuronal cells. The BFP population was gated and analyzed for the presence of GFP and/or DiD (Alexa Fluor 633). **(D--F)** Bar graphs show data mean ± SEM; one-way ANOVA test (\*\*\*, P \< 0.001), *n* = 3. The quantification of BFP cells positive for both GFP and DiD fluorescence (D), only DiD (E), or only GFP (F). **(G)** Representative confocal images for co-cultured experiments as indicated in B (see Results). **(H and I)** Representative confocal and DIC images of striatal neuronal cells cotransfected with GFP-Rhes and Rab5a (H) or GFP-Rhes and Lyso-20 (I). Arrows indicate TNT-like Rhes tunnels, and arrowheads show vesicles in Rhes tunnels.](JCB_201807068_Fig5){#fig5}

Collectively, these data suggest that Rhes WT can travel from cell to cell and transport DiD vesicles, Rab5a, and Lyso-20, whereas Rhes 171--266 mutant cannot travel from cell to cell but can deliver DiD vesicles via Rhes tunnels.

Rhes promotes cell--cell transportation of mHTT via TNT-like Rhes tunnels {#s09}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

We wondered whether Rhes could transport mHTT from cell to cell via TNT-like Rhes tunnels. We found Rhes tunnels formation both in WT striatal neuronal cells used in this study (STHdh^Q7/Q7^, which express endogenous full-length wtHTT with seven glutamines) and in mutant striatal neuronal cells (STHdh^Q111/Q111^, which express full-length mHTT, with humanized 111 polyglutamine repeats; [@bib74]; Fig. S5, A and B). However, only mHTT in STHdh^Q111/Q111^, but not wtHTT in STHdh^Q7/Q7^ cells, was found in Rhes tunnels ([Fig. 6, A and B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, inset, arrow). Many mHTT puncta in Rhes tunnels appeared as vesicles, and they were partially colocalized with GFP-Rhes ([Fig. 6, A and B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, inset, arrowhead). Similarly, the N-terminal toxic fragment of mHTT, 1--171-aa--containing 89Q (mCherry-N171-89Q), but not the nontoxic form mCherry-N171-18Q, was found in Rhes tunnels ([Fig. 6, C and D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, arrow) and colocalized with GFP-Rhes (inset, arrowhead). In GFP alone--expressing cells, we did not see TNT-like cellular protrusions or mHTT transfer (Fig. S5, C and D). [Fig. 6 E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows different colors of arrowheads to display, in a time-lapse fashion, the tracking of corresponding mHTT vesicles in Rhes tunnels from cell 1 to cell 2 ([Fig. 6 E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, inset; and Video 7). Another example of live-cell imaging shows a "leading" Rhes and mHTT puncta that appear paused over the PM of the acceptor cells ([Fig. 6 F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, inset, f1, white arrow), and a "just approaching" Rhes and mHTT puncta are about to be delivered into the PM of acceptor cells (inset, f1, arrowhead). By 160 s, Rhes tunnels appear retracted ([Fig. 6 F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, red arrow). The 3D reconstruction of [Fig. 6 F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} (inset, f2, arrow) events shows Rhes tunnels interact with the PM of the acceptor cells, where the leading Rhes and mHTT puncta (yellow arrow) and the just approaching Rhes and mHTT puncta (arrowhead) can be seen on the PM, followed by the retraction of Rhes tunnels (red arrow). Representative time-lapse videos of these events are shown in Video 8. Together this suggests Rhes can transport mHTT from one cell to another via TNT-like Rhes tunnels.

![**Rhes promotes cell--cell transportation of mHTT via Rhes tunnels. (A--D)** Representative confocal images of GFP-Rhes in striatal cells (STHdh^Q7/Q7^) or mutant striatal cells (STHdh^Q111/Q111^) with immunocytochemistry for endogenous (endo) normal full-length (FL) HTT (A) or endogenous FL mutant HTT with anti-HTT MAB2166 antibody (B). WT striatal cells expressing GFP-Rhes and mCherry-tagged N-terminal nonpathogenic HTT fragment (N171-18Q; C), or N-terminal pathogenic HTT fragment (N171-89Q; D). Arrows indicate TNT-like Rhes tunnels, and arrowheads indicate the colocalization of mHTT/HTT in the Rhes tunnel. **(E)** Confocal time-lapse image (∼7 min) of striatal cells coexpressing GFP-Rhes and mCherry mHTT (N171-89Q). Arrows point to TNT-like Rhes tunnel connecting cell 1 and cell 2. Arrowheads in inset point to the movement of mHTT vesicle in the Rhes tunnel. See related Video 7. **(F)** Confocal time-lapse image (∼160 s) of striatal cells coexpressing GFP-Rhes and mCherry mHTT (N171-89Q). Blue arrow points to TNT-like Rhes tunnel connecting cell 1 and cell 2. Inset f1 points to the delivery of leading Rhes and mHTT puncta (arrow) and just approaching Rhes and mHTT vesicular puncta (arrowhead) into the acceptor cells. Inset f2 shows 3D rendering of the time-lapse image of F. Arrowhead points to the just approaching Rhes and mHTT puncta, yellow arrow indicates the leading Rhes and mHTT puncta, and red arrow indicates the retracting Rhes tunnel.](JCB_201807068_Fig6){#fig6}

In a co-culture/FACS analysis (see experimental design, [Fig. 7 A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), we found that ∼12% of acceptor BFP cells were copositive for GFP-Rhes and mHTT, but only ∼2.5% were copositive for GFP-Rhes and wtHTT, which was similar to the GFP control ([Fig. 7, B and C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that Rhes and mHTT transported to the same population of BFP^+^ cells (acceptor cells). The mHTT alone is transported much less efficiently (∼0.3%; [Fig. 7, B and D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), but with Rhes, mHTT transport is increased by 20-fold (∼12%; [Fig. 7, B and C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Note that ∼2% of acceptor cells are positive only for mHTT in the presence of GFP-Rhes compared with ∼0.3% in GFP ([Fig. 7 D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates that a small but a significant portion of mHTT can be transported without Rhes, but that transportation is still Rhes dependent. Normal HTT alone cannot be transported with or without Rhes ([Fig. 7 D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, ∼10% of the acceptor cells are positive for Rhes alone, but negative for wtHTT, indicating that Rhes transportation is not affected by the presence of wtHTT ([Fig. 7 E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In confocal image analysis of FACS-sorted cells, we confirmed that acceptor cells were positive for Rhes and mHTT, but not in the GFP control cells (Fig. S5, E and F). Thus, mHTT, but not wtHTT, is very efficiently transported from one cell to another by Rhes, and Rhes travel is not affected by either wtHTT or mHTT.

![**Rhes efficiently transports mHTT between striatal neuronal cells, and in primary striatal neurons via TNT-like Rhes tunnels. (A)** Experimental design for B and C. **(B)** FACS plot and co-culture of striatal cells transfected with Rhes and HTT constructs as indicated. BFP cell population was gated and a total 20,000 cells recorded. **(C--E)** Bar graphs show data mean ± SEM; one-way ANOVA test (\*\*\*, P \< 0.001), *n* = 3. Quantification of BFP cells (%) positive for both GFP and mCherry fluorescence (C), only mCherry (D), or only GFP fluorescence (E). **(F)** Representative confocal and DIC images of primary striatal neurons cotransfected with GFP-Rhes and mCherry mHTT. Arrows (white) indicate TNT-like process from cell 1 connecting cell 2. Arrowheads indicate GFP-Rhes and mHTT vesicular puncta in neighboring cell 3. Red arrows indicate the colocalization of Rhes and mHTT puncta in cell 2.](JCB_201807068_Fig7){#fig7}

Next, we found a thin and long (∼55 µm) GFP-Rhes--positive, TNT-like protrusion from primary striatal neurons expressing GFP-Rhes and mCherry mHTT (N171-89Q; cell 1; [Fig. 7 K](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, white arrow, inset), which was colocalized with mHTT puncta in cell 2 ([Fig. 7 K](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, red arrow, inset). Multiple GFP-Rhes and mCherry mHTT double-positive vesicular puncta were found in neighboring cell 3 ([Fig. 7 K](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, arrowhead). In GFP alone and mHTT-expressing primary striatal neurons, we did not detect TNT-like protrusions or obvious vesicular puncta in neighboring cells (Fig. S5 G). Thus, Rhes induces cell--cell transportation of mHTT in primary striatal neurons via a TNT-like cellular protrusion.

Rhes requires physical cell--cell contact to transport mHTT, which associates with vesicles in acceptor cells {#s10}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next investigated whether exosomes or any other diffusible modes of transport might contribute to mHTT transfer by Rhes, using a FACS/co-culture Transwell plate, separated by a 0.4-µm filter (see experimental design, [Fig. 8 A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Rhes could transport mHTT to ∼12% of BFP cells in the co-culture experiment (without filter), as in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, but this effect by Rhes is completely abolished with a filter ([Fig. 8, B and C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the absence of diffusible factors, and a necessity of a physical cell--cell contact, in Rhes-mediated transfer of mHTT between cells.

![**Rhes requires physical cell--cell contact to transport mHTT, which in acceptor cells associates with lysosome and other vesicles. (A)** Experimental design for B and C. **(B)** FACS plot for the indicated co-cultured striatal neuronal cells. BFP cell population was gated, and 20,000 cells were recorded per sample. **(C)** Bar graphs show data mean ± SEM; Student's *t* test (\*\*\*, P \< 0.001), *n* = 3, indicating percentage of BFP cells (acceptor cells) positive for Rhes + N171 89Q and Rhes + N171-89Q with Transwell (filter). **(D)** Experimental design for E. **(E)** Representative confocal and DIC images and their insets indicating donor cell (GPF-Rhes/BFP-mHTT) and acceptor cell (mCherry-tagged various organelle markers). Green channel shows GFP-Rhes, blue color represents BFP-mHTT, and red channel indicates the mCherry-tagged Lysosome (Lyso 20), Rab5a, Golgi-7, Peroxisome (Perox-2), and BIP individual organelle markers. Arrows indicate colocalization between BFP-mHTT and different organelle markers.](JCB_201807068_Fig8){#fig8}

We next wondered where mHTT might associate in the acceptor cells, using FACS/co-culture experiments (see experimental design, [Fig. 8 D](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig. 8 E](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows numerous Rhes-positive TNT-like cellular protrusions (arrow) from donor cell interacting with acceptor cell that contained mHTT, which predominantly localized with the lysosomal marker (Lyso-20, Pearson's coefficient, 0.82), but very little association was found with endocytic markers (Rab5a, Pearson's coefficient, 0.29), Golgi (Golgi-7, Pearson's coefficient, 0.37), ER (BiP, Pearson's coefficient, 0.23), or peroxisome (Perox-2, Pearson's coefficient, 0.19) in acceptor cells (inset, arrowhead). Thus, mHTT appears to be associated primarily with lysosomes and to some extent other vesicles in acceptor cells*.*

Rhes transports Ataxin-3 (Atxn3) and poly 72Q protein but not mTOR or wtTau {#s11}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

We investigated whether poly-Q expansion is a determining factor for the Rhes-mediated intercellular transportation of mHTT. Thus, we tested whether Atxn3-containing 84Q \[(Atxn3 84Q)\], which affects the striatum in Machado--Joseph disease ([@bib70]; [@bib82]; [@bib3]; [@bib20]), is transported via TNT-like Rhes tunnels. We included a stretch of 72Q (poly 72Q) as additional control. Confocal imaging showed the presence of Atxn3 84Q and poly 72Q in the GFP-Rhes--induced TNT-like cellular protrusions ([Fig. 9, A and B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Quantification using co-culture experiments and FACS analysis (see experimental design, [Fig. 9 C](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}) showed Rhes could transport ∼5% of Atxn3 84Q or ∼5% of the poly 72Q to BFP acceptor cells, compared with ∼12% of mHTT ([Fig. 9, D--G](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). GFP alone did not induce Atxn3 84Q or poly 72Q transport ([Fig. 9, D--G](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}; and Fig. S6, A and B), and the expression level of all three poly-Q proteins appeared comparable in the Western blot (Fig. S6, C and D). Interestingly, as shown before ([Fig. 7, C and D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), almost all mHTT transported together with Rhes, but only a portion of Atxn3 or poly 72Q transported with Rhes to the BFP acceptor cells ([Fig. 9 E](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, Rhes transportation, which remained around 12%, was not affected by Atxn3 or poly 72Q protein ([Fig. 9 F](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates Rhes efficiently promotes cell--cell transportation of mHTT, compared with Atxn3 or poly 72Q only proteins. A small percentage of acceptor cells (∼2%) were positive only for mHTT, Atxn3 84Q, or poly 72Q proteins in the presence of Rhes, compared with ∼0.3% in control (GFP alone; [Fig. 9 G](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that poly-Q proteins can be cell--cell transported on their own (without Rhes), yet their transportation is facilitated by Rhes. Together, as in [Fig. 7, C and D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, we found there is a selective transport of mHTT (∼20-fold more) by Rhes, compared with other poly-Q proteins, which are ∼10-fold more transported by Rhes ([Fig. 9, E and G](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). A differential protein stability or interaction of poly-Q--enriched proteins with Rhes might contribute to such differential cell--cell transfer efficiency. To investigate this, we tested the transport of mTOR, a known interactor of Rhes, or Tau, which is known to be transported via TNT ([@bib68]; [@bib71]). In confocal analysis (Fig. S6, E and F), we found GFP-Rhes--positive puncta (arrowhead) in TNT-like cellular protrusions (arrow), but they were positive for neither mTOR nor wtTau (MAPTau-C-10). FACS/co-culture experiments showed GFP-Rhes is transported to acceptor cells (∼12%; [Fig. 9, H, J, L, and N](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), but it cannot transport mTOR ([Fig. 9, H--K](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}) or Tau ([Fig. 9, L--O](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), which were \<2% similar to GFP or mCherry controls.

![**Rhes transports Ataxin3 and poly 72Q protein but not mTOR or wtTau. (A and B)** Representative confocal and DIC images of striatal neuronal cells expressing GFP-Rhes and mCherry-Ataxin 3 (Atxn3 84Q; A) or GFP-Rhes and mCherry-Poly 72Q (B). Arrows point to a TNT-like process. Arrowheads indicate GFP-Rhes colocalization with Atxn 84Q or Poly-72Q. **(C)** An experimental design for D and E. **(D)** Representative FACS plot for the indicated co-cultured cells. A total of 20,000 cells was recorded. **(E--G)** Bar graphs show data mean ± SEM; one-way ANOVA test (\*\*\*, P \< 0.001; \*\*, P \< 0.01), *n* = 3. Quantification of BFP cells (%) positive for both GFP and mCherry fluorescence (E), only GFP (F), and only mCherry (G). **(H)** FACS-sorted double-positive YFP-mTOR/mCherry alone or YFP-mTOR/mCherry-Rhes striatal neuronal cells (donor cells) were co-cultured with FACS-sorted BFP-expressing cells (acceptor cells). **(I--K)** Bar graphs show data mean ± SEM; Student's *t* test (\*\*\*, P \< 0.001), *n* = 3. Quantification of BFP cells (%) positive for both YFP and mCherry fluorescence (I), mCherry only (J), or YFP only (K). **(L)** FACS-sorted double-positive (GFP alone/mCherry-Tau or GFP-Rhes/mCherry-Tau striatal neuronal cells \[donor cells\]) were co-cultured with FACS-sorted BFP-expressing cells (acceptor cells). **(M--O)** Bar graphs shows data mean ± SEM; Student's *t* test (\*\*\*, P \< 0.001), *n* = 3. Quantification of BFP cells (%) positive for both GFP and mCherry fluorescence (M), GFP only (N), and mCherry only (O).](JCB_201807068_Fig9){#fig9}

Thus, Rhes selectively transports mHTT or poly-Q expanded proteins but not mTOR or Tau, indicating that the transport is regulated and at least partially via poly-Q--dependent mechanisms.

SUMO participates in Rhes-mediated cell--cell transport of mHTT {#s12}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Since the SUMO E3-like domain of Rhes contributes to TNT-like cellular protrusions biogenesis ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), and Rhes promotes SUMOylation of mHTT at lysine 6, 9, 15, and 91 and multiple other targets ([@bib66], [@bib67]; [@bib45]), we wondered whether SUMOylation of mHTT might be an additional contributing factor in the Rhes-mediated cell--cell transport of mHTT. To investigate whether SUMO plays a role in the formation of TNT-like Rhes tunnels and mHTT transport, first we compared the transfer efficiency of SUMOylation-intact mHTT (N171-89Q) versus SUMOylation-defective mHTT that contains mutations at lysine 6, 9, 15, and 91 to arginine (N171-79Q K/R). In confocal analysis, we found that N171-89Q appeared more in TNT-like Rhes tunnels, compared with the N171-79Q K/R mutant ([Fig. 10, A and B](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, inset, arrowhead). In FACS and co-culture experiments (see experimental design, Fig. S7 A), we found ∼10% of BFP acceptor cells that were positive for N171-89Q and GFP-Rhes ([Fig. 10, C, and D](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}), as before ([Figs. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), but only ∼5% of acceptor cells were positive for N171-79Q K/R mutant and GFP-Rhes ([Fig. 10, C and D](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). However, the overall transport of Rhes was not affected by N171-79Q K/R mutant ([Fig. 10, C and E](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}), which was altogether ∼10% both in N171-79Q K/R or N171-89Q conditions. Either mHTT or its K/R mutant alone show negligible levels of cell--cell transport ([Fig. 10 F](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Together these data indicate that the Rhes transports SUMOylation-defective mHTT much less efficiently than SUMOylation-intact mHTT via TNT-like Rhes tunnels.

![**SUMO participates in Rhes-mediated cell--cell transportation of mHTT. (A)** Representative confocal images of striatal neuronal cells coexpressing GFP-Rhes and mCherry-HTT N171 89Q, or (B) GFP-Rhes and mCherry-HTT N171 79Q K/R mutant (K 6, 9, 15, and 91 R). Arrow indicates TNT-like Rhes tunnel, and arrowheads indicate mHTT in Rhes tunnel. **(C)** Representative FACS plot of double-positive striatal neuronal cells (GFP-Rhes and mCherry-HTT N171 89Q or GFP-Rhes and mCherry-HTT N171 79Q K/R mutant) co-cultured with FACS-sorted BFP-expressing cells for 24 h (see experimental design in Fig. S7 A). **(D--F)** Bar graphs show data mean ± SEM; Student's *t* test (\*\*, P \< 0.01), *n* = 3. Quantification of percentage of BFP cells positive for GFP and mCherry (D), only GFP (E), or only mCherry fluorescence (F). **(G)** Representative FACS plot of control CRISPR- or SUMO1/2/3-depleted double-positive striatal neuronal cells (GFP-Rhes and mCherry-HTT N171 89Q) co-cultured with FACS-sorted BFP-expressing cells (see experimental design in Fig. S7 F). **(H--J)** Bar graphs show data mean ± SEM; Student's *t* test (\*\*, P \< 0.01), *n* = 3. Quantification of percentage of BFP cells, positive for both GFP and mCherry (H), for GFP only (I), or for mCherry only (J). **(K)** Representative FACS plot for the indicated co-cultured cells. **(L)** Bar graphs show mean ± SEM; one-way ANOVA (\*\*\*, P \< 0.001), *n* = 3. Quantification percentage of BFP cells positive for Rhes WT + HTT N171-89Q, Rhes C263S + HTT N171-89Q, and Rhes WT + HTT N171-89Q in cytochalasin D. **(M)** Model depicting the Rhes-induced TNT-like protrusion, Rhes tunnel connecting two cells, shows a 3D-rendered snapshot of a Rhes-TNT--like protrusion transporting mHTT and a view inside the Rhes tunnel.](JCB_201807068_Fig10){#fig10}

To further investigate the role of SUMO, we generated striatal neuronal cells depleted for all three SUMO isoforms ([@bib80]) using the CRISPR/Cas-9 tool. This method yielded a 60--70% loss of all three SUMO isoforms, as quantified by Western blotting (Fig. S7, B--E). We then compared the transfer efficiency of mHTT N171-89Q between SUMO-intact and SUMO-depleted cells, using FACS and co-culture experiments (see experimental design, Fig. S7 F). We found Rhes could transport mHTT to ∼11% of BFP cells (acceptor cells) from SUMO-intact cells, but ∼7% from SUMO-depleted cells ([Fig. 10, G and H](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). But, as in K/R mutant data above, the overall Rhes transport was not affected in SUMO-depleted cells versus SUMO-intact cells ([Fig. 10, G--I](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). SUMO-depleted cells do not modulate the cell--cell transport of mHTT ([Fig. 10 J](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, SUMO may not affect the Rhes-induced TNT-like Rhes tunnels formation or transport of Rhes itself, but it might contribute to transport of mHTT, via Rhes tunnels. Next, we investigated the effect of Rhes C263S, which we found had no SUMOylation activity toward mHTT ([@bib66]), as well as cytochalasin D, the actin polymerization inhibitor, on the Rhes-mediated cell--cell transportation of mHTT. The GFP-Rhes C263S failed to promote the cell--cell transfer of mHTT, and cytochalasin D blocked GFP-Rhes WT--induced transfer of mHTT ([Fig. 10, K and L](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}).

Altogether, we demonstrate that Rhes promotes TNT-like Rhes tunnels, through which Rhes, endosome, lysosome vesicles, and mHTT are transported to the neighboring cells. This entire process requires actin, SUMO, and intact membrane and GTP binding/SUMO E3-like domains of Rhes ([Fig. 10 M](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion {#s13}
==========

The serendipitous finding that Rhes increased the biogenesis of the TNT-like cellular protrusion and transport to the adjacent cells raises many intriguing questions both at the conceptual and mechanistic levels. One exciting question is, what is the need for such a long-range (up to 110 µm) physical connection between cells? It is plausible that Rhes tunnels may serve as a novel mode of cell--cell communication to maintain cellular homeostasis. In the striatum, which connects to multiple regions of the brain, the potential involvement of a TNT-like cellular protrusion offers an unprecedented complexity by which Rhes may signal within and outside the striatum. The TNT-like cellular protrusion is found in vivo---for example, in *Drosophila* embryos (cytonemes; [@bib53]; [@bib31]; [@bib10]), in immune cells, in major histocompatibility complex class II^+^ cells, and in several malignant tumors, including astrocytoma in the brain ([@bib47]; [@bib5]), which resemble Rhes tunnels. The presence of TNT-like Rhes tunnels in the striatum or other brain regions remains unknown. This is the first report, to our knowledge, that describes the role of a brain-enriched protein in the biogenesis of TNT-like cellular protrusions, thus raising the prospect that a TNT-like Rhes tunnels may participate in normal striatal functions in vivo*.*

What are the mechanisms by which Rhes induces TNT-like cellular protrusions? Broadly, there are at least three components in TNT-like protrusion biogenesis: initiation, extension, and fusion ([Fig. 10 M](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). We propose that Rhes-positive vesicles dock the membrane and initiate the membrane protrusion. This step can be facilitated by Exo70, a known regulator of membrane protrusion ([@bib83]). Actin polymerization then extends the protrusion, forming TNT-like cellular protrusions and allowing vesicles to carry cargo ([Fig. 10 M](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Vesicle-leading TNTs could then fuse with the target cell via unknown mechanisms and deliver the vesicles. Our EM, membrane labeling, and live imaging studies suggest that Rhes tunnels at the fusion step may be an open-ended structure. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that this step can be transiently open and then rapidly close, as proposed in the "tunnel and toll booth" mechanism ([@bib78]). Alternatively, as shown in [Fig. 3 I](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, in the primary striatal neuron, a portion of the Rhes-induced TNT-like cellular protrusions containing vesicles can be engulfed by the recipient cell, analogous to the "snatch and grab" mechanism ([@bib78]; [@bib62]; [@bib2]). Evidence for open-ended TNT-like cellular protrusions exists in several cell types that displayed some form of membrane/cytoplasmic continuity between cells ([@bib79]; [@bib57]). An active gap junction has also been implicated as a gatekeeper for TNTs at the fusion step in the recipient cells ([@bib40]). Whether the gap junction participates in TNT-like Rhes tunnel fusion with recipient cells remains unknown. One unique feature of TNT-like Rhes tunnels is that the vesicle-like puncta, once delivered, appear to travel along the membrane for a while (e.g., [Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 6 F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) before being delivered into the acceptor cell. This raises a prospect that the vesicles from Rhes tunnels bearing cargoes are delivered in a regulated manner, potentially involving endocytic mechanisms. It is worth noting that Rhes interacts with multiple proteins implicated in endocytic pathways in the striatum ([@bib61]).

This report provides new insights into the role of Rhes in cell--cell communication and HD, potentially by spreading mHTT via Rhes tunnels in the striatum. It is important to note that mHTT does not seem to affect Rhes transportation via Rhes tunnels, but Rhes is a critical for the mHTT transportation between striatal cells. In vivo evidence for mHTT transport between striatal cells was obtained from implant studies in HD patients. When implanted, the healthy fetal striatal cells eventually degenerated in the striatum of HD patients, and histopathology revealed the intracellular accumulation of mHTT in the implants and enhanced inflammatory changes around the implant. This patient study suggested that mHTT moves from the affected HD striatum to healthy striatal cells ([@bib15], [@bib16]). Studies in animal models and human-derived cells support mHTT transportation between cells ([@bib49]; [@bib7]; [@bib33]). But a precise molecular mechanism underlying the potential spread of mHTT, and more important, how it relates to the massive loss of neuronal cells in the striatum in HD, remains unclear ([@bib76]; [@bib35]; [@bib65]). Our data support that Rhes may be a critical factor for mHTT intercellular transport in the striatum. Within the striatum, Rhes mRNA is abundantly present in the medium-spiny neuron, which incurs early and massive damage in HD. It raises some critical questions, such as, what are the cell types through which Rhes transports mHTT via Rhes tunnels? This question is counterintuitive because mHTT is a ubiquitously expressed protein, and the need for cell--cell transfer remains obscure. However, mHTT expression may vary between each cell type, and, perhaps, Rhes-induced transportation of mHTT may affect the stoichiometry of mHTT levels in a cell type--specific manner. Another possibility would be that Rhes might promote the transportation of mHTT from medium-spiny neurons to inflammatory cells as a means of removing mHTT, presumably for degradation via the lysosome-mediated pathway. Or, Rhes-mediated transportation of mHTT between medium-spiny neurons and other cells in the striatum is a stochastic process that is randomly determined. A recent study indicates Rhes also mediates Tau pathology in an Alzheimer's disease mouse model ([@bib29]). Although we did not observe wtTau being transported by Rhes tunnels, but Tau mutants may be, a possibility remains to be tested. A future mechanistic investigation of the TNT-like intercellular communication by Rhes and its corroboration in ex vivo and in vivo models is needed. Also, studies on mHTT transport via Rhes tunnels will generate a new perspective in understanding of the mechanisms of striatal vulnerability in HD, which may lead to the novel therapeutic opportunities to block the cell--cell movement of mHTT by Rhes, and thus, HD progression.

Materials and methods {#s14}
=====================

Cell culture and chemicals {#s15}
--------------------------

Mouse normal striatal neuronal cells (STHdh^Q7/Q7^) or HD mutants (STHdh^Q111/Q111^; [@bib74]) were cultured in growth medium containing Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin, as described in our previous works ([@bib66]; [@bib51]; [@bib61]).

Primary neuron culture {#s16}
----------------------

Animals were cared for in accordance with the guidelines set forth by the National Institutes of Health regarding the proper treatment and use of laboratory animals and with the approval of Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of The Scripps Research Institute. Striata of postnatal day 1 C57BL/6 mice were removed and digested at 37°C for 15 min in a final concentration of 0.25% papain and resuspended in neuronal plating media (Neurobasal-A media; Thermo Fisher Scientific), with 5% FBS, 0.5 mM glutamax, and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. Tissues were dissociated by trituration with a pipette. Further, cells were plated in 35-mm glass-bottom dishes (D11140H; Matsunami) coated with 100 µg/ml poly-D-lysine at the density of 2 × 10^5^ cells per dish. Dishes were maintained in a 37°C, 5% CO~2~ incubator. After the cells adhered (1--3 h after plating), plating media were replaced with growth media (Neurobasal-A media, 2% B27, 0.5 mM glutamax, and 1% penicillin-streptomycin).

Antibodies, chemicals, and treatments of cells {#s17}
----------------------------------------------

Huntingtin mouse monoclonal antibody (MAB 2166) was purchased from Millipore. GFP (sc-9996) and actin monoclonal antibody (sc-47778) were obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. mTOR (\# 2983), SUMO1 (\# 4930), and SUMO2/3 (\# 4974) antibodies were obtained from Cell Signaling Technologies. Alexa Fluor 568 anti-mouse antibody was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Cytochalasin D was purchased from Tocris Biosciences (\# 1233). For the actin polymerization inhibition experiment, cytochalasin D (2 µg/ml) was added for 8 h to the cells after 40 h of the transfection of indicated DNA. Mitotracker (M7511) was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. For mitochondrial staining, mitotracker was dissolved in DMSO and used at 200 nM concentration. Mitotracker was added for 30 min after 48 h of Rhes transfection; cells were washed with D-PBS and fixed with 1% PFA. Vybrant DiD cell-labeling solution was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (V22887) and used as per the manufacturer's recommendations.

Plasmids and transfection {#s18}
-------------------------

For GFP-Rhes and GFP-Rhes domains, we amplified their respective cDNA from pCMV-Myc-Rhes ([@bib66]) and cloned it in EGFP-C1 vector. These cDNA were amplified using specific primers and then subcloned at BspEI and Sal1 restriction sites. GFP-Rhes mutants were generated by site-directed mutagenesis. mCherry N171 18Q, mCherry N171 89Q, mCherry poly 72Q, and mHTT N171 K/R mutant cDNA were amplified using the PCR-based method. Further, these cDNA were subcloned in the mCherry-C1 vector at BspEI and BamHI restriction sites. GFP-Atxn3 84Q was obtained from Addgene (22123). It was subcloned in mCherry-C1 vector using SalI and MluI restriction enzymes and confirmed by DNA sequencing. The following plasmids were obtained from Addgene ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Striatal neuronal cells seeded in 35-mm glass-bottom dishes or other plates were transfected 24 h later with cDNA constructs using PolyFect (Qiagen) as per the manufacturer's instructions. Primary neurons were transfected with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) in the ratio of 1:2 (DNA:Lipofectamine). For a 10-cm dish, we transfected ∼8 µg of DNA, and for 35-mm dishes, ranging from 1 to 2 µg total DNA.

###### Plasmids used in this study obtained from Addgene

  Plasmids                Provided by                                                                                        Addgene ID
  ----------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------
  GFP-RhoA                Channing Der (The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC)                                   23224
  mCherry-alpha-tubulin   Gia Voeltz (University of Colorado Boulder, Boulder, CO)                                           49149
  mCherry-actin 7         Michael Davidson (The Florida state University, Tallahassee, FL)                                   54966
  pEGFP-C3-Exo70          Channing Der (The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC)                                   53761
  Rab5a-pmCherryC1        Choursistein Merrifield (Institut de biologie integrative de la cellule, Gif-sur-Yvette, France)   27679
  BiP-mCherry             Erik Snapp (Janelia Research Campus, Ashburn, VA)                                                  62233
  mCherry-peroxisome-2    Michael Davidson (The Florida state University, Tallahassee, FL)                                   54520
  mCherry-Golgi-7         Michael Davidson (The Florida state University, Tallahassee, FL)                                   55052
  mCherry-Lysosomes-20    Michael Davidson (The Florida state University, Tallahassee, FL)                                   55073
  mApple-Fibrillarin-7    Michael Davidson (The Florida state University, Tallahassee, FL)                                   54900
  pEGFP-C1-Ataxin3Q84     Henry Paulson (University of Michigan health system, Ann Arbor, MI)                                22123
  mCherry-MAPTau-C-10     Michael Davidson (The Florida state University, Tallahassee, FL)                                   55077
  mCherry-Farnesyl 5      Michael Davidson (The Florida state University, Tallahassee, FL)                                   55045
  peYFP-C1-mTOR           Jie Chen and Taekjip Ha (University of Illinois, Chicago, IL)                                      73384
  pmCherry-vinculin       Chinten James Lim (University of British coloumbia, Vancouver, Canada)                             80024

Flow cytometry {#s19}
--------------

We used different FACS strategies to address Rhes-induced TNT like processes and mHTT transportation. Each of them is discussed here briefly.

In [Fig. 3, A--D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, striatal neuronal cells were transfected with GFP, GFP-RhoA, GFP-Rhes, or mCherry cDNA constructs in a 10-cm dish. After 48 h, cells were trypsinized and resuspended in FACS buffer (25 mM Hepes, 10 U/ml DNase, 5 mM EDTA, and 2% FBS in Ca^2+^/Mg^2+^-free D-PBS). Cells were filtered through a 40-µm nylon filter and sorted in a BD Biosciences FACSAria sorter. After sorting, cells were co-cultured in 12-well plates in equal ratios (1:1) for 24 h. Further cells were trypsinized and washed three times with D-PBS and analyzed by flow cytometry (BD Biosciences; LSR Fortessa cell analyzer). Each experiment was performed three times, and 10,000--20,000 cells were counted for each sample. Data were compensated with single color controls and plotted using FlowJo software.

In [Fig. 3, F and G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, FACS-sorted GFP-Rhes or mCherry alone--expressing cells were plated together or on 0.4-µm filters (Nunc) placed on top of FACS-sorted mCherry-expressing cells that prevent cell--cell contact. After co-culture for 24 h, the filters were removed, and cells were analyzed by flow cytometry as described above. The indicated FACS-sorted cells in [Fig. 3 H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} were co-cultured for 12 h and then treated with vehicle or cytochalasin D (2 µg/ml) for another 12 h.

In [Fig. 4, H and I](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, striatal neuronal cells were transfected with GFP-Rhes or indicated mutants/domains or mCherry construct in 10-cm dishes (one dish for GFP-tagged protein and four dishes for mCherry). After 48 h, cells were FACS-sorted and co-cultured. After 24 h, cells were analyzed by flow cytometry as described above.

In [Fig. 5, B--G](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, Striatal neuronal cells were transfected with BFP-C1 plasmid (8 µg) in six 10-cm dishes at day 0. At day 1, a different set of striatal neuronal cells was transfected with a GFP-Rhes WT or GFP-Rhes 171--266 or GFP-Rhes C263S plasmid (8 µg) in two 10-cm dishes for each. At day 2, the cells transfected with BFP-C1 (48-h transfection) were sorted to get a BFP^+^ pure population (acceptor cells) based on blue fluorescence. BFP^+^ cells were seeded in 12-well plates for 24 h. At day 3, Rhes WT or GFP-Rhes 171--266 or GFP-Rhes C263S--expressing cells (48-h transfection) were incubated with DiD dye according to the manufacturer's recommendations for 1 h and sorted as a double-positive population (donor cells) using GFP and an Alexa Fluor 633 laser and co-cultured with already seeded BFP^+^ cells for 24 h. After that, cells were analyzed by FACS or confocal imaging as described above. Data were presented as a BFP^+^ population that was gated and analyzed for migration of GFP/mCherry-tagged proteins.

In [Fig. 7, A--E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, striatal neuronal cells were transfected with BFP-C1 plasmid (8 µg) in six 10-cm dishes at day 0. At day 1, a different set of striatal neuronal cells was cotransfected with a combination of GFP + mCherry wtHTT/mHTT or GFP-Rhes + mCherry wtHTT/mHTT (4 µg each) in two 10-cm dishes for each. At day 2, the cells transfected with BFP-C1 (48 h transfection) were sorted to get a BFP^+^ pure population (acceptor cells) based on blue fluorescence. BFP^+^ cells were seeded in 12-well plates for 24 h. At day 3, cotransfected cells (GFP + mCherry wtHTT/mHTT or GFP-Rhes + mCherry wtHTT/mHTT) were sorted (48 h transfection) as a double-positive population (donor cells) and co-cultured with already seeded BFP^+^ cells for 24 h. After that, cells were analyzed by FACS as described above. Data were presented as a BFP^+^ population that was gated and analyzed for migration of GFP/mCherry-tagged proteins. A similar strategy was used for other co-culture experiments.

Similarly, in the experiment shown in [Fig. 8, A--C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, FACS-sorted GFP-Rhes and mCherry-mHtt double-positive cells were plated on 0.4-µm filters (Nunc) placed on top of FACS-sorted BFP-expressing cells that prevent cell--cell contact. After co-culture for 24 h, the filters were removed and the BFP-expressing cells were analyzed by flow cytometry as described above.

Immunofluorescence {#s20}
------------------

At the indicated times after transfection, cells were washed in D-PBS and fixed for 5 min in 1% PFA (Electron Microscopy Sciences). Note, 4% PFA or prolonged incubation with PFA disrupts highly fragile TNT-like processes. The cells were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 and labeled with mouse anti-Huntingtin antibody (1:100 for 18 h at 4°C) or rabbit anti-mTOR antibody (1:400 for 18 h at 4°C). The Alexa Fluor 568 secondary antibodies were used at 1:500 for 1 h at room temperature.

Image processing and TNT-like protrusion quantification {#s21}
-------------------------------------------------------

All the fluorescent confocal images were taken in Zeiss 880 microscope using 20× or 63× oil immersion Plan-apochromat objective (1.4 NA). Excitation was via a 405-, 561-, or 633-nm diode-pumped solid-state laser, and the 488-nm line of an argon ion laser. Time-lapse acquisitions were performed using a 63× oil-immersion lens (1.4 NA). Images of striatal neuronal cells used for 3D reconstruction and TNT-like protrusion detection were acquired with an optimal Z-step of 0.27 µm covering the whole cellular volume. Processing was performed with Zen software black/blue edition 2012. 3D analyses and remodeling were done by Zen 2012 black edition software. For protrusion quantification, we counted all cells with filopodia-like structures that were \>10 µm in length and \<200 nm. For TNT-like process quantification among these protrusions, we used the same parameters except that they had to have been connected to two cells.

Generation of SUMO 1/2/3 (triple) KO striatal cells {#s22}
---------------------------------------------------

SUMO 1/2/3 (triple) KO striatal neuronal cells were generated using SUMO1/2/3 CRISPR/Cas9 plasmids from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. First, we transfected the striatal neuronal cells with SUMO1 CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid (SC-423588) or CRISPR/Cas9 control plasmid (SC-418922) in the 10-cm dish. After 48 h, we sorted the cells based on GFP fluorescence and recultured them. We passaged them three to four times and prepared lysate to confirm the SUMO1 depletion by Western blotting using SUMO1 antibody. Once we established the SUMO1 reduction, we transfected them with SUMO2 CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid (SC-431342) and sorted them after 48 h. Again, cells were passaged three to four times and proceeded for SUMO3 CRISPR/Cas9 (SC-423045) transfection followed by sorting. Finally, cells were blotted for SUMO1 or SUMO2/3 antibody to assess the depletion of SUMO protein.

Protein expression and Western blots {#s23}
------------------------------------

To check the protein expression level of GFP-Rhes or its domains or mutants (Fig. S4 B), striatal neuronal cells (STHdh^Q7/Q7^) were transfected with an indicated plasmid (1.5 µg per well) using 3 µl Lipofectamine 2000. After 48 h, cells were lysed in buffer containing 1% Triton X-100 in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and protease inhibitor cocktail. 40 µg of protein extracts from each sample was separated on polyacrylamide gels and transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride membranes for immunoblotting ([@bib61]). Where indicated, the band intensities were quantified with ImageJ software.

EM {#s24}
--

TEM and scanning EM were performed in the Emory EM Core facility using a protocol described previously ([@bib37]).

### TEM {#s25}

Monolayer cell samples close to 90% confluency were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer. Samples were then washed twice with 0.1 M cacodylate buffer and post-fixed with buffered 1% osmium tetroxide at room temperature for 1 h. Following buffer washes, samples were dehydrated, infiltrated, and embedded in Epnate 12 resin (Ted Pella). Ultrathin sections were cut at 70--80 nm and counterstained using uranyl acetate and lead citrate. The examination of the ultrathin sections was performed on a JEOL JEM-1400 transmission electron microscope equipped with a Gatan US1000 CCD camera (Gatan).

### Scanning EM {#s26}

Monolayer cells fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate were placed in a 4°C refrigerator overnight. Samples were then rinsed with 0.1 M cacodylate buffer twice before post-fixation with 1% osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M cacodylate for 1 h. Samples were then rinsed in deionized water, dehydrated through an ethanol series, and passed through 100% dry ethanol. The dehydrated monolayer cell samples were placed into labeled microporous specimen capsules and loaded into the sample boat of a chilled Polaron E3000 critical point drying unit. The unit was sealed and filled with liquid CO~2~ under pressure. The CO~2~ was allowed to gently wash through the chamber and exchange for the ethanol in the tissue. When the exchange was complete, the CO~2~ was brought to its critical point of 1,073 psi and 31°C and allowed to gently bleed away. The monolayer cell sample was secured on labeled scanning EM stubs. The stubs were sputter-coated with 15 nm chromium using a Denton DV-602 magnetron sputter coater. The samples were imaged at 10 kV using the upper stage of a Topcon DS130 field emission scanning electron microscope, and images collected using a Quartz PCI digital image collection system.

Statistical analysis {#s27}
--------------------

Unless otherwise noted, all experiments were performed in duplicate and repeated at least three times. The statistical comparison was performed between groups using one-way ANOVA and Student's *t* test, and significance values were set at P \< 0.05, using Graph Pad Prism7.

Online supplemental material {#s28}
----------------------------

Fig. S1 shows Rhes-induced TNT-like cell protrusions, Rhes tunnels. Fig. S2 shows scanning EM and TEM images for Rhes-induced TNT-like cell protrusions and Rhes transportation to a neighboring cell and GFP-Rhes tunnels negative for tubulin or vinculin. Fig. S3 shows Rhes-induced TNT-like cell protrusions are positive for Exo70 and numerous GFP-Rhes puncta in the neigboring cells of a primary striatal neuron transfected with GFP-Rhes. Fig. S4 represents the role of Rhes domain/mutants in production of Rhes-induced TNT-like cell protrusions. Fig. S5 shows mHTT N171 89Q transportation via Rhes-induced TNT-like Rhes tunnels. Fig. S6 shows that Rhes tunnels are negative for mTOR and wtTau proteins. Fig. S7 shows the experimental design for various experiments and SUMO 1/2/3 protein depletion. Video 1 shows Rhes-induced cellular protrusions, and corresponding b1, b2, and b3 inset videos. Videos 2 and 3 show the effect of DMSO or actin polymerization inhibitor on TNT-like Rhes tunnels. Video 4 is an animation of [Fig. 3 D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} showing Rhes tunnels interacting with mCherry cells and delivering GFP-Rhes. Video 5 shows a GFP-Rhes--positive neuron (cell 1) making contact with cell 2 and delivering GFP-Rhes puncta. Video 6 is an animation of a cellular protrusion in Video 5 showing multiple vesicles in cell 1 (thin arrow) and a delivery of GFP-Rhes puncta (thick arrow) to cell 2. Video 7 shows mHTT transport from cell 1 to cell 2 via Rhes tunnels (GFP). Video 8 is another example that shows Rhes and mHTT transport through a Rhes tunnel (GFP) and their delivery to the neighboring cells. Here, a "leading" Rhes and mHTT puncta, a "just approaching" Rhes and mHTT puncta, and a retracting Rhes tunnel can be observed (see text for details).

Supplementary Material
======================
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